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Abstract 17 

This paper used molecular dynamics simulation to obtain an improved understanding 18 

of the ductile plasticity in polycrystalline gallium arsenide (GaAs) during its 19 

nanoscratching. Velocity-controlled nanoscratching tests were performed with a 20 

diamond tool to study the friction-induced deformation behaviour of polycrystalline 21 

GaAs. Cutting temperature, sub-surface damage depth, cutting stresses, the evolution 22 
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of dislocations and the subsequent microstructural changes were extracted from the 23 

simulation. The simulated MD data indicated that the deformation of polycrystalline 24 

GaAs is accompanied by dislocation nucleation in the grain boundary leading to the 25 

initiation of plastic deformation. Furthermore, a dual slip mechanism was observed as 26 

an important factor driving plasticity in poly GaAs in sharp contrast to a single GaAs. 27 

The magnitude of cutting forces and the extent of sub-surface damage were both 28 

observed to reduce with an increase in the scratch velocity whereas the cutting 29 

temperature scaled with the cutting velocity. As for the depth of the scratch, an increase 30 

in its magnitude increased the cutting forces, temperature and damage-depth. A 31 

phenomenon of fluctuation from wave crests to wave troughs in the cutting forces was 32 

observed only during the cutting of polycrystalline GaAs and not during the cutting of 33 

single-crystal GaAs. 34 

 35 
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 38 

1 Introduction 39 

Gallium arsenide (GaAs) has emerged as a favourable choice as a III-V direct bandgap 40 

semiconductor due to its applications in 5G communication devices [1]. GaAs (which 41 

resides in a Zinc-blende structure) possesses superior properties to silicon, for instance, 42 

GaAs has a higher saturated electron velocity and higher electron mobility, allowing 43 

GaAs transistors to function swiftly at frequencies over 250 GHz. Owing to their wider 44 

energy bandgap, GaAs devices are relatively insensitive to overheating which makes 45 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturation_velocity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_mobility
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them less noisy while operating at higher frequencies in electronic circuits and that is 46 

where they outbid silicon devices. GaAs can be grown as a single crystal using methods 47 

such as the vertical gradient freeze method, the Bridgman-Stockbarger technique, or 48 

the Liquid encapsulated Czochralski growth process. Parallel to this, the use of 49 

polycrystalline GaAs as thin films is quite popular. Films of GaAs can be grown by 50 

chemical vapour deposition (by annealing an amorphously grown film), or by using 51 

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The processing cost of polycrystalline GaAs is lower 52 

than the processing cost of single crystal GaAs [2] and this allows polycrystalline GaAs 53 

to find wider applications in the field of solar cells [3][4], imaging detectors [5], 54 

microwave and optoelectronic devices [6]. 55 

Prior work suggests that poly and single crystals of silicon [7][8] and silicon carbide 56 

[9] showed differences in the incipient plasticity and material removal mechanism, 57 

although the fundamental reasons behind these differences were not immediately clear. 58 

The microstructure of material (such as grain boundaries and defects) also influences 59 

the Schottky barrier height. There are knowledge gaps like these that prompted the 60 

authors to investigate the mechanical deformation of polycrystalline GaAs using 61 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. As such, recent advances made in the 62 

computation hardware now offer the possibility [10] to use MD simulations as an 63 

advanced digital nano manufacturing tool. The remaining sections of the paper discuss 64 

the scratch forces, sub-surface damage, peak cutting temperature, cutting stresses in a 65 

polycrystalline substrate benchmarked against a single crystal GaAs substrate.  66 

 67 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bridgman-Stockbarger_technique
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2 MD simulation methodology 68 

2.1 MD simulation model 69 

An orthogonal MD simulation nanoscratching model for cutting a polycrystalline GaAs 70 

was developed using the Voronoi site-rotation algorithm (see figure 1 and figure 2(a)). 71 

The diamond scratching tool was modelled with a negative rake angle of -25° and a 72 

clearance angle of 10°. The polycrystalline GaAs workpiece was built by employing 73 

the Atomsk software [11] using the Voronoi algorithm [12][13]. The Voronoi site-74 

rotation method generates a polycrystalline structure by joining the normals of the line 75 

of random discrete points at the crystal boundary and containing the growing random 76 

oriented crystal seeds. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the polycrystalline GaAs workpiece was 77 

divided into three regions of atoms i.e. Newtonian atoms (yellow and red color atoms), 78 

thermostat atoms (blue color atoms) and boundary atoms (green color atoms). Prior to 79 

cutting, the GaAs workpiece (containing 14 grains) was equilibrated for about 100 ps 80 

using the Nose-Hoover method [14] in LAMMPS (Large-scale atomic/molecular 81 

massively parallel simulator) [15]. Visualization and analysis were performed using 82 

Visual molecular dynamics (VMD) [16] and Open Visualization Tool (OVITO) 83 

softwares [17]. The detailed parameters used for the model development are shown in 84 

Table 1. 85 
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 86 

Fig. 1. Voronoi site-rotation illustration showing random points. 87 

 88 

 89 

 90 

Fig. 2. Nanoscratching model of polycrystalline GaAs showing different grains and tool description. 91 
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Table 1: Simulation parameters used to develop the MD simulation model 92 

GaAs substrate dimensions 30.8 nm × 10.0 nm × 13.4 nm (X, Y and Z direction) 

Number of atoms in the polycrystalline GaAs 184285 (total 14 grains) 

Scratching tool  Diamond cutting tool (rigid) 

Number of atoms in the tool 12085 

Tool rake angle  -25° 

Tool clearance angle 10° 

Tool edge radius 2 nm 

Equilibrium lattice constant of GaAs 5.78 Å (Zinc blende lattice structure) 

Diamond lattice constant 3.57 Å (Diamond cubic lattice structure) 

Width of cut 2.86 nm 

Depth of cut Was varied (0.5 nm, 1 nm and 2 nm) 

Scratch velocity Was varied (100 m/s, 200 m/s and 400 m/s) 

Scratching distance 12 nm 

Equilibration temperature 300 K 

Timestep used for MD calculation  1 fs 

 93 

2.2 Selection of potential energy function  94 

The choice of potential function can make a significant difference on the accuracy of 95 

MD results. It is important to choose a robust potential especially when it concerns 96 

studying aspects of fracture, wear and plasticity of a material. In this investigation, the 97 

cutting of GaAs with a diamond tool required describing the interactions between and 98 

among three types of atoms namely, Ga, As and C atoms. Due to the unavailability of a 99 

single many-body potential parameterized to describe all these atoms, a hybrid scheme 100 

was employed here in a hybrid/overlay scheme offered by LAMMPS. For the sake of 101 

brevity and avoiding repeated information, the details of the potential function (which 102 

is readily available from the respective papers) are not repeated here, but generally 103 
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speaking, the covalently bonded interactions of C-C and the Ga-Ga, As-As and Ga-As 104 

interactions were all described by the analytical bond order potential developed by the 105 

research group of Albe et al. [18][19]. As for the cross interactions between the atoms 106 

of the diamond tool and the Gallium Arsenide workpiece (Ga-C and As-C), a Ziegler-107 

Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) potential function [20] (pair_style zbl in LAMMPS) was used 108 

which simply requires the atomic number and cut off parameters as an input. 109 

 110 

3 Results and discussions 111 

3.1 Microstructural changes 112 

Taking a test case of cutting depth of 2 nm and scratch velocity of 200 m/s, figure 3 113 

shows a simulation output wherein blue color atoms, white color atoms, green color 114 

atoms and red color atoms represent the perfect zinc blende (ZB) structure, amorphous 115 

(Amp) structure, hexagonal diamond (HD) structure and stacking faults (SF) 116 

respectively. The grain boundaries that were analyzed are marked by number 1, 2, and 117 

3, respectively.  118 

 119 
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 120 

 121 

 122 

 123 

 124 

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional image of the polycrystalline GaAs (tool is kept hidden for visualization and cutting 125 

is performed at a depth of 2 nm and scratch velocity of 200 m/s). The snapshots are taken at cutting 126 
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distances (a) 3 nm, (b) 6 nm, (c) 7 nm, (d) 8 nm, (e) 9 nm and (f) 12 nm. Pictures were processed using 127 

OVITO. 128 

 129 

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the grain boundaries marked by 1, 2 and 3 were chosen as the 130 

sites of analysis for post-processing visualization of the dislocation and stacking fault 131 

structures using the second nearest neighbor scheme relying on an extended common 132 

neighbor analysis implemented in OVITO [21]. Fig. 3(b) highlights the initiation of the 133 

nucleation of dislocations at several places in the grain boundary 2 (GB 2). With 134 

subsequent tool travel, i.e. at the cutting distance of 7 nm, a part of the dislocations 135 

created at a cutting distance of 6 nm started to transform to grey color atoms and became 136 

a part of GB 2. Subsequently, the dislocations within GB 2 disappeared and transformed 137 

into a grain boundary marked by grey color atoms at the cutting distance of 8 nm shown 138 

in Fig. 3(d). Meanwhile, a small number of green atoms were found present in the grain 139 

boundaries. At the cutting distance of 8 nm, the GB 2 widens and became thicker as 140 

may be seen in Fig. 3(e). Finally, as shown in Fig. 3(f), a large dislocation burst 141 

appeared in the GB 2 at the cutting distance of 12 nm, and a few grey color atoms 142 

transformed into red color atoms. The observation reported here remains consistent in 143 

all the simulation test cases.  144 

Meanwhile, the evolution of structural changes in polycrystalline GaAs was quantified 145 

as a function of cutting velocity at various depths of scratch (see Fig. 4). It must be 146 

noted here that the ABOP potential function used in this study does not predict the 147 

energy differences between the cubic diamond and hexagonal closed packed diamond 148 

and hence the observation of hexagonal diamond in this study is a mere reflection on 149 
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the faulted diamond cubic structure [22]. Overall, results in figure 4 show that a higher 150 

cutting velocity leads to a reduced degree of structural transformation in the material. 151 

Additionally, it was observed that all such microstructural transformations initiate 152 

preferentially in the grain boundaries. It implies that grain boundaries are preferred sites 153 

of nucleation of dislocations during the scratching of a polycrystalline substrate. 154 

 155 

 156 
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 157 

Fig. 4. The evolution of microstructure changes in polycrystalline GaAs during nanoscratching process 158 

with various cutting velocities under cutting depth of 0.5 nm (a), 1 nm (b) and 2 nm (c). Note here that 159 

the occurrence of the formation of hexagonal diamond is a mere artefact since the potential function used 160 

in this study does not distinguish energy differences between cubic and hexagonal phases. 161 

 162 

3.2 Analysis of dislocation nucleation 163 

Fig. 5 shows the details of dislocation nucleation. According to the three-dimensional 164 

(3D) images, the nucleation of dislocations (marked by red color atoms) occurred in the 165 

grain boundaries, which is consistent with the two-dimensional (2D) images shown 166 

earlier in Fig. 3. As no dislocations were found inside of the individual grains of 167 

polycrystalline GaAs, it indicated that the grain boundaries are softer than the grains 168 

and deform swiftly. This phenomenon is in accordance with the recently reported work 169 

on polycrystalline silicon carbide material [23]. Additionally, when the diamond tool 170 

penetrated the polycrystalline GaAs at 3 nm (see Fig. 5(a)), the two clusters of the 171 

dislocations were found in G1-G2 and G5-G6, respectively. Subsequently, the 172 

dislocation nucleation diffused through G4-G5 and the right corner of the 173 
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polycrystalline GaAs workpiece, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). In accordance with Fig. 5(c) 174 

and Fig. 5(d), the dislocation nucleation kept reappearing when the diamond tool passed 175 

through the edge of the grain boundary between G4 and G5. When the diamond tool 176 

started to penetrate the grain boundary between G4 and G5, there was no dislocation 177 

nucleation in G4-G5 (see figure 5(e)). The dislocation nucleation was distributed across 178 

the G5-G6 and G7-G8-G9-G10-G11-G13. Finally, the dislocation nucleation 179 

reoccurred in the G4-G5, as showed in Fig. 5(f), while the diamond tool cuts the grain 180 

boundary between G4 and G5. 181 

 182 

 183 
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 184 

 185 

 186 

 187 
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Fig. 5. The movement of dislocations in the polycrystalline GaAs at (a) 3 nm (b), 6 nm (c), 7 nm (d), 8 188 

nm (e), 9 nm and (f) 12 nm. 189 

In terms of the quantitative analysis, the number of dislocation segments extracted from 190 

the MD data is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the presence of 1/2<110> type 191 

dislocations dominated others which was responsible for the incipient plasticity 192 

observed in the polycrystalline GaAs. The two other dislocations of type 16 〈112〉 and 193 

13 〈111〉 were also present and were of the same length for the duration of cutting studied 194 

here. During the simulation, the dislocation with 1/2[110] Burgers vector was observed 195 

to split into two Shockley partials with one having 1 6⁄ [121] Burgers vector and the 196 

other having 1 6⁄ [211] Burgers vector. The dissociation reaction can be represented as 197 1 2⁄ [110] = 1 6⁄ [121] + 1 6⁄ [211]. 198 

Also, the 1 3〈111〉⁄  dislocation with [-110] Burgers vector at 7 nm cutting distance 199 

appears to dissociate to a 1 3〈111〉⁄  dislocation with [11-2] Burgers vector. This 200 

phenomenon suggests the shuffle set dislocations could transit to glide set dislocations 201 

under large shear stress caused by the scratching tool [24]. The occurrence of the dual 202 

slip mechanisms was seen an important factor driving plasticity in poly GaAs in sharp 203 

contrast to a single GaAs.   204 
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 205 

Fig. 6. Variation in the extent of dislocation segments and dislocations images with cutting distance. 206 

 207 

An important physical quantity, dislocation density, was employed to describe the total 208 

length of dislocation lines contained in a unit volume of polycrystalline GaAs. The 209 

dislocation density was calculated by Eq. (1) [25]. 210 

     𝜌 = 𝐿𝑉                            (1) 211 

where the 𝐿 and 𝑉 represent the total length of dislocation lines (Å) and volume of 212 

workpiece (Å3), respectively. Consequently, the evolution of dislocation density as a 213 

functional of scratching distance is illustrated in Fig. 7.  214 
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 215 

Fig. 7. Evolution of the dislocation density as a function of machining distance. 216 

 217 

The dislocation density curve was seen to consist of five stage (I, II, III, IV and V). The 218 

dislocation density in the Ist stage was seen to increase which indicated the initiation 219 

of dislocation nucleation within the grain boundary. The dislocation density in the IInd 220 

and IIIrd stage decreases implied that certain dislocations transform to grain boundaries 221 

vis-a-vis disappearing of certain dislocations in a certain grain boundary as shown in 222 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 5. The dislocation density of the IV and V stage experienced a significant 223 

increase indicating that the diamond tool propagated through the grain boundaries to 224 

cause more dislocations and the cycle keeps repeating. 225 

 226 

3.3 Differences in the cutting of single crystal and polycrystalline GaAs 227 

During this investigation, additional MD simulations were performed to benchmark the 228 

scratch forces namely, the lateral force (𝐹𝑥) and normal force (𝐹𝑦) during cutting of 229 

polycrystalline GaAs and single crystal GaAs. Fig 8 shows the evolution of the scratch 230 
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forces obtained from the MD simulations while cutting polycrystalline GaAs and single 231 

crystal GaAs substrates. Initially, until the onset of chip formation (unsteady cutting 232 

condition), the lateral force (𝐹𝑥) was seen to be larger than the normal force (𝐹𝑦) and 233 

once the machining achieved a steady-state, then the normal force (𝐹𝑦) becomes larger 234 

than the lateral force. In this study, for the same volume of material removed, the lateral 235 

(𝐹𝑥) and normal force (𝐹𝑦) while cutting polycrystalline GaAs were about 70 nN and 236 

110 nN respectively while the forces during cutting of the single crystal GaAs were of 237 

the order of 90 nN and 130 nN, respectively. 238 

 239 

(a) Scratch forces during cutting of a polycrystalline GaAs 240 
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 241 

(b) Scratch forces during cutting of a single crystal GaAs 242 

Fig. 8. Evolution of cutting forces i.e. lateral (𝐹𝑥) and normal force (𝐹𝑦) at a cutting velocity of 200 m/s 243 

and at depth of cut of 2 nm. 244 

 245 

Furthermore, by comparing Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b), it may be seen that the lateral (𝐹𝑥) 246 

and normal force (𝐹𝑦) smoothly undulated from crests to troughs during cutting of 247 

polycrystalline GaAs. The reason for this is that the cutting force drops as the grains 248 

started to slide along an easy slip direction and when the grain boundary paved the way 249 

for the plastic deformation causing the cutting energy to be mainly concentrated in the 250 

grain boundaries. Beyond a certain threshold, the grain boundary collapses releasing a 251 

burst of deformation energy which leads to wave troughs of the cutting force. 252 

Additional calculations of the specific cutting energy and friction coefficient (𝐹𝑥 𝐹𝑦⁄ ) 253 

were also made. The specific cutting energy is defined as the work done by the tool in 254 

removing the unit volume of material and it can be calculated as [26]. 255 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝑅𝑏×𝑡                                (2) 256 
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where 𝑅 refers to the resultant force 𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡(𝐹𝑥2 + 𝐹𝑦2) while b and t represents the width 257 

of cut and depth of cut, respectively. 258 

As shown in Table 2, the resultant cutting force, specific cutting energy and kinetic 259 

coefficient of friction values for cutting polycrystalline substrate were seen to be lower 260 

in magnitude compared to cutting single crystal GaAs.   261 

Table 2: Comparison of cutting results for single crystal GaAs and polycrystalline GaAs 262 

Workpiece 𝐹𝑥 (nN) 𝐹𝑦 (nN) 𝐹𝑟  (nN) 
Specific cutting 

energy (GPa) 

Friction 

coefficient 

Single crystal GaAs 91.56 127.35 156.85 27.46 0.719 

Polycrystalline GaAs 70.21 103.40 124.98 21.88 0.679 

 263 

The machining force results indicated that the polycrystalline GaAs was more 264 

machinable than the single crystal GaAs. This is due to the presence of grain boundaries 265 

which eases the ductile deformation of a polycrystalline substrate.  266 

 267 

3.4 Influence of cutting depth and cutting speed  268 

In this section, the influence of cutting depth and cutting speed on the cutting forces, 269 

sub-surface damage depth and the cutting temperature are reported. As shown in Fig. 9, 270 

both lateral (𝐹𝑥) and normal forces (𝐹𝑦) during cutting of the polycrystalline GaAs 271 

decreased with the increase of cutting speed or decreasing depth of cut. It was further 272 

observed that the normal force (𝐹𝑦) continues to be higher than the lateral force (𝐹𝑥) in 273 

all cases of scratching.  274 
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 275 

 276 

Fig. 9. The average value of the lateral (𝐹𝑥) and normal forces (𝐹𝑦) under different cutting velocities 277 

and depth of cut in cutting of polycrystalline GaAs. 278 

 279 

Next, the sub-surface damage depth during cutting of polycrystalline GaAs was 280 

estimated as a function of different speeds and depth of cut which is shown in figure 281 

10. It was seen that the damage depth reduces with the increasing cutting speed which 282 

indicates that high strain rate applied during cutting decreases the sub-surface damage. 283 

A maximum sub-surface damage reduction of 16.32% could be achieved while cutting 284 

at 400 m/s at a depth of cut of 2 nm in comparison to cutting at 100 m/s at the same 285 
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depth of cut.  286 

 287 

Fig. 10. Sub-surface damage depth at different cutting velocities and depth of cut 288 

Finally, the temperature variation as a function of depth of cut and cutting speed was 289 

estimated and shown in figure 11. Higher speed of cutting and higher depths of cutting 290 

were both seen to accompany an increase in the cutting temperature in the plastic zone. 291 

The combined information of the temperature and stresses acting in the cutting zone 292 

could be used as a vital information to predict the microstructural changes in the cutting 293 

zone and we shall expand on this aspect in our future work.  294 

 295 
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  296 

Fig. 11. Peak temperature variation at various scratch speeds and depth of cuts 297 

 298 

4 Conclusions 299 

In this work, the deformation mechanism of polycrystalline GaAs during 300 

nanoscratching was investigated by the MD simulations and benchmarked to single 301 

crystal GaAs. During the simulations, the scratch depth, speed of scratching (thus the 302 

applied strain rate) and microstructure of the workpiece (polycrystalline vs single 303 

crystal GaAs) were varied and output parameters such as the scratch forces (and specific 304 

cutting energy), kinetic coefficient of friction, cutting temperature, sub-surface damage 305 

and dislocation structures were extracted and analysed. In light of these extracted 306 

parameters and the analysis performed, the following conclusions can be drawn: 307 

1. The presence of grain boundaries eases the deformation of the polycrystalline 308 

GaAs as opposed to single crystal GaAs. It was discovered that the grain 309 

boundaries can become the sites of dislocation nucleation and thus become the 310 
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weak links in a polycrystal as opposed to a single crystal which has no such 311 

weaker links. The ease of plastic deformation of the grain boundaries compared 312 

to the individual grains makes polycrystals more easily deformed than the single 313 

crystals. 314 

2. The cutting forces showed a unique cyclic wave crest to wave troughs transition 315 

while cutting polycrystalline GaAs in contrast to the cutting of the single crystal 316 

GaAs. This was attributable to the periodic arrest of the dislocations in the grain 317 

boundaries followed by collapsed grain boundaries as a result of the continuous 318 

tool penetration. 319 

3. The friction coefficient and the specific cutting energy were found to be higher 320 

for scratching single crystal GaAs than for polycrystalline GaAs and also the 321 

normal scratch force achieves a higher magnitude over the lateral scratch force 322 

once the scratching has achieved a steady state. 323 

4. Scratch forces and the sub-surface damage were observed to reduce with an 324 

increase in the scratch velocity and to increase with the increasing depth of 325 

scratch. However, the cutting temperature increases with the increase in scratch 326 

speed and the scratch depth.  327 

5. Much like the typical diamond cubic lattice structures, the ½<110> was found 328 

to be the main dislocation responsible for plasticity in GaAs which splits into 329 

Shockley partials connected by an Internal Stacking Fault (ISF) leading to 330 

dissociation of the parent dislocation in 1/6<121> and 1/6<211> type 331 

dislocations. 332 
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